Word Analysis

prefix + base word = word (meaning)

base word + suffix = word (meaning)

word + word = compound word

word + word = contraction

Vocabulary:

word → synonym

word → antonym

word → homophone

word meaning → homograph meaning
Name___________________________________   Genre____________________________________

Title____________________________________

Plot (3 events in sequential order)
1.  ________________________________________________________________
2.  ________________________________________________________________
3.  ________________________________________________________________

Setting
Time: ___________________________________   Place:____________________________________

Point of View:

Conflict (What is the problem?)
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Main character: ______________________________________________________
• Character trait
• Character trait

Theme: ______________________________________________________________

Tone/Mood of the story:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Figurative Language:
( simile, metaphor, personification, hyperbole, alliteration, onomatopoeia )
What is the author’s purpose?

Inform   Entertain   Persuade

2 Facts
•
•

2 Opinions
•
•

Cause and Effect

Problem/Solution: